Solve complex business challenges faster

The controlling software for an uncertain and volatile business environment

Valsight enables real-time enterprise performance management through ad-hoc simulations of financial scenarios based on driver models. This allows you to quickly and flexibly create the basis for sound management decisions, even in the face of rapidly changing conditions. Your advantage: more agility with higher decision quality.

Modeling
Transparency about business drivers

Simulating
Scenario simulation at the touch of a button

Visualising
Live-discussions of simulation findings
The fast track to shaping the future - implemented in just a few weeks

With our expertise, your custom-fit driver model is up and running after just a few weeks. The intuitive usability enables unprecedented short processing times: Modeling and simulation are performed independently at the click of a mouse, without any IT knowledge or IT support.

Easy integration and optimization of existing processes

Valsight can be easily integrated into existing FP&A processes and systems as an additional simulation module. With this add-on, you can get the most out of existing data, benefit from new ways of interaction and simulation, and enabling a shift to more action-oriented thinking, including real-time discussions and decisions. To do this, the software seamlessly integrates with your technical infrastructure, providing flexible input and output formats.

About Valsight

The innovative SaaS solution supports companies in sustainably optimizing FP&A processes such as financial planning or forecasting. And what’s more: Valsight is a platform for all questions that can be quantified in a driver logic and simulated with KPIs.